
 Deividas Balciunas
  Phone: 07954300035                           Email: deividasfilming@gmail.com        
PERSONAL PROFILE
A highly adaptable and determined person who can always get on with the task set and 
overcome obstacles, is a very fast learner, can use an array of different technical and 
camera equipment in a highly involved way. Will communicate effectively with a team under 
time pressure. Able to problem solve and troubleshoot precisely.

SKILLS & ACHIEVEMENTS 
 I won an award from the MMBF Trust via a competition to do with film making. 

countless people applied for the competition. 
 I created all the main videos and pictures for a small tourism company called 

Chigwell Tours
EDUCATION
Epping Forest College                                                September 2015- July 2017   
                                                                                    Creative media Production
Ravensbourne University                                            September 2017- July 2020
                                                                                    Digital Film Production BA

EXAMINATIONS TAKEN RECEIVED GRADES 
(Epping Forest College) Creative Media Production

(Ravensbourne University) Digital Film Production

1st Year: Distinction* Distinction*
2nd Year: Merit
First with Honours

EXPERIENCE
June 2018-September 2021 – Chigwell Tours Videographer
I was a videographer for a tourism company. I was in charge of making the main marketing 
videos showcasing their tours to a specific brief. As part of the process, I planned, filmed, 
edited and colour corrected/graded the footage using Premier Pro. I was also in charge of 
transferring and storing all media so that they can be easily accessed for the future. 

3rd - 6thFebruary-2020 – Personal Heroes short film DOP (2020) 
I was DOP on a short film where the style was a mockumentary. I had full creative control 
over the documentary alike aesthetic and filmed most of it shoulder mounted with minimal 
but controlled lighting. Though I still set up interview situations containing full controlled 
lighting. Additionally, I worked closely with the director, lighting team, sound department and
a second camera op throughout in order to create a fine line between chaos and control. 

1st - 31st  August-2017 – Dead Ringer film (2018)
Due to winning a competition, I managed to work as 2nd AC on a small budget feature film. 
I sync-clapped over 400 shots of the film. My other tasks included setting up an external 
directors display, helping to move equipment safely, helping to set up and pack away 
camera and lighting equipment and taking camera notes. Furthermore, I coordinated with 
the sound and lighting departments.

INTERESTS 
I am very interested in video production, constantly exploring it by making short travel 
videos and corporate tour videos.
I am interested in mountain biking often cycling through my local forest trying out new routes
and challenging myself with hills and technical terrain  

 linkedin.com/in/deividasbalciunas/
 deividasbalciunas.weebly.com

REFERENCES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST


